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Omega for the Pack

2023-07-18

one day ray is an overburdened young man the next he is ready to mate raymond halley is used to
doing his duty to his family he s helped raise his younger siblings since his dad died in a freak
accident when he was thirteen but when he presents as a rare male omega he is asked for something
he s not sure he can give to take on five alpha mates and have children with them feeling stripped
of his masculinity and his freedom all in one go ray retreats into his mind even as his body s new
instincts allow him to go through with what must be done but as his family grows he cannot help
but slowly realize the five men who are now his partners don t want just his body but his
happiness too in the end can he be brave enough to open his heart omega for the pack is the first
book in the stars of the pack series an emotional rollercoaster and coming of age story featuring
explicit relationships between men powerful instincts and the healing that only comes from deep
transformation

The Alien's Defiant Omega: an M/m Alien Romance

2018-03-22

latif omegas are meant to be kept like precious treasures we are not meant to be strong all on our
own thankfully the humans are here to change things learning to fight and seeing the omega devin
able to hold his own against any alpha twice his size has lit a fire inside me i don t need an
alpha to be free and it just so happens that the human alpha blaine understands that he does not
want to become my lifemate my alpha my everything perhaps that is why i am eager to cross every
line with him blaine to say that i m not a fan of mukhana would be an understatement every time
humans get involved with the nassa it gets messy but to be there for my friend i ll do what i must
what starts as research about the omegas has turned into an interest in one in particular latif is
bright eyed precocious and determined to rebel with me i know i should resist him i know that we
humans already have a bad track record of getting involved with the nassa but latif is strong
enough to know what he wants and something about him draws out my carnal nature and my desire to
give him the world perhaps this is why omegas are usually kept away from alphas the alien s
defiant omega is a lighthearted sci fi m m romance featuring a unique alien race a universe
trotting professor type man who has terrible self control and a rebellious alien omega who is
determined to change the world note for maximum understanding and enjoyment the first two books in
the series should be read first
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My Next Door Omega

2021-06-28

kell eden and parker leipold hate each other s guts they re the two best students in their program
but that s where their similarities end kell is an omega with a confidence problem and he just can
t understand why parker always singles out his best work with the harshest critiques he s always
been a jerk from the very first moment they met and kell is certain it s because parker has always
lived his life in the lap of luxury parker is an alpha who gives zero f cks he knows he s the best
at what he does and what anyone else thinks about him doesn t matter except when it comes to his
home life he s kept that a big secret having been cut off by his parents for supporting his
estranged brother and four year old nephew who both live with him in his tiny apartment with them
to look after parker couldn t care less about anything else especially not finding a mate when
kell and parker get assigned as partners for a school project opposites attract and the two rivals
in close proximity find themselves struggling to deal with their unusual and mostly unwanted
attraction especially when they realize they re next door neighbors

Omega, Suppressed

2020-12-04

shailyn knew living in a small town would be different than the city she grew up in but she didn t
realize how difficult it was going to be the alphas there didn t believe in suppressants and they
prevent her from ordering more so she wouldn t infect the other omegas with her progressive
thinking she wouldn t let their outdated views suppress her right to choose but it left her with
no option but to go back to the city for more alone

Freedom For His Omega

2023-01-28

cats are always supposed to land on their feet but omega shifter jesse has done everything but
after escaping a mental institute he s stranded in the woods wounded and at the mercy of a silent
grizzly bear on the trail of an arsonist alpha wolf asher lambert stumbles across the broken omega
and his grizzly guard who says they were waiting for him asher takes them both home figuring the
least he can do is help jesse get on his feet literally and figuratively then he ll send them on
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their way but jesse has other plans jesse s never been with an alpha but he wants asher and no is
not an answer can asher accept jesse and break away from everything he s ever known can they
really start a new pack with his ragtag group of friends and the silent bear who just won t leave
freedom for his omega is the first book in the outcast chronicles it is a 39k word book containing
mpreg and knotting

Omega In The Office

2019-04-20

leon had no idea what he was signing up for when he became the live in property manager at glass
bay apartments as the omega twin in the family he wasn t usually the guy in charge when his alpha
twin brother lucius bought the complex leon was just happy to help out neither of them had much
experience running a multi unit building but it was an investment in their futures and they were
committed to making it work the everyday challenges weren t so bad but when a hot alpha moved in
and needed some special accommodations for his wheelchair the brothers realized they had something
to offer that they never expected before not only to the sexy new tenant but to each other for
mature readers

Waking His Omega

2018-07-30

this is the end simon thought not if i can help it i responded after thousands of years asleep in
the ice ryeth the sapphire dragon is waking and it s the touch of one man s mind that draws him
from his dreams but ryeth s body is still trapped leaving him powerless to address the issue of
his brother the black dragon who has already threatened simon s pack simon didn t realize how
alone he felt until ryeth bonded with him and now he doesn t know how to function without the
dragon s voice in his head but a yearning for more burns in his gut and he doesn t know what to do
about it as the threat of the black dragon looms ever greater simon must find a way to free ryeth
it s not only his pack and family that is at stake but the chance of a future with the dragon he
has linked his soul to waking his omega is a 27k word novella featuring a wise cracking wolf who
is learning what responsibility means the ancient dragon who lives half in his mind and the rest
of the pack as they face their greatest foe it is the fifth book in the outcast chronicles and it
is recommended to read them in order for maximum enjoyment this book contains mpreg knotting and a
peeping tom dragon who can t keep his dirty thoughts out of simon s head
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Scandalous Omega: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance

2017-12-28

they tell me i m a scandal waiting to happen my name is blake merritt the only thing special about
me is that i m what they call an omega male a guy with complicated equipment male on the outside
womb on the inside south of my broken heart the man i loved dylan conrad left me almost eight
months ago too bad i see him on the news nearly every time i turn on the television he s handsome
wealthy charismatic and running for political office and the reason he ended things between us
left me devastated he wanted to protect me from the ugliness of an election circus he said he
loved me then he left me he doesn t know that i m pregnant with his child when dylan shows up on
my doorstep after all this time he s shocked to learn i m in the final weeks of my pregnancy dylan
is as stunned to know he will soon be a father as i am to hear him say that leaving me was his
biggest mistake that he has never stopped loving me but that doesn t mean i m ready to fall back
into his arms there are scars on my heart now and everything has changed dylan is a man who
thrives on challenges but things may have gone too far has he forgiven me for never telling him
that i was pregnant can i forgive him for shattering my heart even if it was to protect me because
the world he plays in is merciless and full of dirty tricks and my very existence is a scandal
that can cost dylan everything i don t want to be hurt again but i have plenty of my own secrets
not just his daughter in my womb but that i never stopped loving him reader note contains mpreg
and m m romance a second chance romance plenty of hero grovel not so secret babies and pregnant
omegas it is a complete story with a happily ever after

Alpha's Fake Omega

2018-06-27

north is the heir to a booming family business he was due to take control of the company on his
thirtieth birthday in six months but his grandfather has added another stipulation to the deal
north can t take over until he s put down roots and started a family as an alpha in the prime of
his life north isn t interested in settling down and instead hatches a plan to get his hands on
the company while avoiding his grandfather s restrictions dante has worked at omega for hire as an
escort for a while now people usually hire him for short term gigs mostly as arm candy to parties
and dinners when he gets an offer to be north s live in boyfriend for the next six months he s
hesitant to take the offer and bail on all of his regular clients but the money is too good to
turn down and the idea of living in the lap of luxury until north s birthday sounds like a dream
but an unexpected heat and some misplaced suppressants might just turn this temporary situation
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into a permanent one

The Omega's Twin Billionaires

2017-12-10

why choose rebel even though i can t admit it to myself my little design firm is going under every
month the prospect of reading my reports fills me with dread then my business partner roxie comes
breezing into my office with news i can t ignore we ve won an exciting and lucrative new contract
that contract happens to be the remodel of the wellington twin s french chateau the only hitch my
horrible ex fiancé is the one who got us the job jonathan i knew from the moment i laid eyes on
rebel that i was in trouble he was like no omega i d ever met before it doesn t take long for me
to realize that he s everything i ve ever wanted the only hitch my twin brother feels the same way
logan i knew from the moment i laid eyes on rebel that i was in trouble no omega has ever made me
want to put aside my partying ways and settle down it doesn t take long for me to realize that
rebel is better than anything i ve ever known the only hitch there is no hitch i always get what i
want the omega s twin billionaires is an m m m mpreg romance it s the first book in the big city
alphas trilogy

Acceptance For His Omega

2022-01-04

i can t imagine a day without you in it let alone a life it was only supposed to be a one night
stand dallas was following an arsonist s trail and nick was the hot bartender who kept him company
while he waited but then nick is pregnant and dallas is gone dallas s bear won t let him forget
the omega fox that was iso mischievous and so submissive completing him in ways he hadn t known
was possible when dallas finds out about the baby he s determined to do right by nick but the
arsonist strikes again putting their relationship into danger before it has a chance to truly
begin acceptance for his omega is a 36k word novella featuring a gentle bear with a core of fire
and a mischievous fox who can t wait to submit to him it is the second book in the outcast
chronicles and it is recommended to read them in order for maximum enjoyment this book contains
mpreg knotting and the brief mention of suicide in the past
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Rebirth of His Omega

2018-07-10

fire is death ryan lost his family to a fire when he was young and its haunted him ever since
especially while chasing the arsonist who has been kidnapping gifted shifter kids now that they ve
captured the man and his phoenix accomplice and rescued the kids ryan thinks maybe life will be
able to get back to normal but when the phoenix a creature born of fire turns out to be ryan s
true mate life becomes suddenly even more complicated fire is life phoenix is horrified when his
memories return to him and he realizes the pain and suffering he has caused in his new life his
true mate wants nothing to do with him but he s determined to hold on to his mate no matter what
he s never lost his chance with him in any other life he s certainly not going to start now
rebirth of his omega is a 38k word novella featuring a lion with a fear of fire and the phoenix
who has loved him for many lifetimes it is the fourth book in the outcast chronicles and it is
recommended to read them in order for maximum enjoyment this book contains mpreg knotting and too
many kids for our lion to handle trigger warning for past infertility

Omega's Attorney

2018-01-10

book 1 of the omega house series an alpha omega mpreg book max was rescued from the roger
associates breeding farm but he wasn t actually a breeding omega there he was hidden away for most
of his life by a caring beta just trying to survive when he gets to omega house he s not sure who
he can trust so he keeps everyone at a distance until an alpha walks in that stirs feelings in max
that he doesn t understand they re scary and foreign and arousing he tries to fight the pull but
when he s placed in a dangerous situation only one person is connected enough to help him

Unknown Entity

2018-02-04

alex my job was supposed to be easy meet the dominant alien race of mukhana negotiate an alliance
and leave being literally carried away into the night changes everything kidnapping a human is
asking for trouble every alien in the galaxy should know that by now but despite some small
similarities with humans the nassa culture is hard to comprehend most confusing of all everyone
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keeps calling me an omega saar humans are confusing creatures they send their most delicate and
vulnerable through the universe unattended the moment i saw alex i knew he was an omega even
though i was furious that he was being paraded around unmated and unprotected i was also thrilled
because i knew at once he was mine i will save my omega from his difficult life i will keep him
safe and protected even if it means war the alien s kidnapped omega is a lighthearted sci fi m m
romance featuring a unique alien race a sweet and confused human slight mpreg a very well meaning
and equally misguided alien and a forced marriage

The Alien's Kidnapped Omega: a Scifi Alien M/m Romance

2021-02-11

one is ruthless one is deceived one will win an alpha of the pine creek lake pack killed devon s
father but when devon discovers his true mate amongst his enemies will a forbidden love force
devon to choose between his pack and his heart seeing the love of his life choose another zeke
faces a bleak future as an omega with no hope of a mate but when he stumbles into the arms of a
strange and handsome alpha is this a second chance for a happy ending or will he be cast aside
again star crossed mates must make the ultimate sacrifice to save each other omega sacrifice is a
fast paced satisfying omegaverse werewolf romance that will leave you hot and bothered with a
happily ever after to melt your heart short sweet steamy no cliffhanger if you love mpreg omega
werewolf romance with knotting true mates and hawtness start reading omega sacrifice book 2 of the
pine creek lake pack series today great if you enjoy mpreg mpreg romance gay mpreg mpreg 2019
mpreg paperback gay mpreg romance mm mpreg portville mpreg mmm mpreg mpreg romance paperback mpreg
nonshifter mm mpreg romance books new mpreg romance mpreg shifter romance mm mpreg romance mpreg
gay books gay paranormal mpreg omegaverse mpreg gay mpreg romance books mpreg books google play mm
omegaverse mpreg mpreg omega mpreg mpreg 2018 mpreg books mpreg romance books mpreg dark gay mm
mpreg romance dragon mpreg knot mpreg mpreg forced mpreg mpreg bundle mpreg omega mpreg movie
mpreg shifter mpreg shifter romance daddy mpreg vampire mpreg valentine mpreg alien mpreg gay
shifter mpreg mpreg manga shifter mpreg mpreg romance books mpreg romance mpreg fantasy mpreg
alpha mpreg gods paranormal mpreg mpreg cafe yaoi mpreg mpreg birth non shifter omegaverse m m
mpreg romance audible mpreg knotting mpreg mpreg knotting gay romance mpreg nonshifter mpreg mpreg
breeding mpreg billionaire mpreg forced mpreg romance books omegaverse mpreg forced mpreg
omegaverse stepbrother mpreg mpreg scifi mpreg mmm gay mm mpreg mpreg box set omega romance mpreg
wolf shifter mpreg omega mpreg romance mpreg romance google non shifter mpreg romance unlimited
mpreg mpreg nonshifter books mpreg mm shifter mpreg knotting mpreg romance alien mpreg romance
omegaverse mpreg wolves mpreg gay romance mpreg books mm shifter mpreg romance mpreg romance
audiobook mpreg non shifter shifter mpreg romance mm mpreg alian warrior romance mpreg mpreg short
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stories romance mpreg mpreg second chance omega mpreg knotting shifter romance mpreg mpreg omega
auction twin millionaires mpreg mpreg dragon shifter mm romance mpreg navy seal mpreg mpreg secret
baby mpreg romance may december mpreg omegaverse mpreg audible mpreg books non shifter mpreg
romance mpreg gay shifter romance best mpreg books mm mpreg shifter alpha omega mpreg romance e
interracial mpreg romance andrew burns mpreg omegaverse dark romance mpreg audible books mpreg
shifter romance mpreg mpreg gay romance series omegaverse mpreg dark romance taboo mpreg google
book mpreg mpreg marriage of convenience best books mpreg gay romance and gay mpreg romance book
mpreg romance hell bound an mpreg urban fantasy romance jaime young baby doctor an mpreg taboo
pregnancy mpreg romance books best gay mpreg romance abduction a mpreg alpha and omega nonshifter
mpreg and other great omegaverse stories

Omega Sacrifice

2022-11-28

ethanmy life centers around my job my job centers around the omega lodge and nowhere does it state
that it ll ever revolve around an alpha i m comfortable where i am and i intend to see this place
thrive but when our head alpha and his mate want to throw a mating party for people to find their
fated mates i m thrust out on an adventure with the raspy and overly alpha trevor reluson his
scent annoys me but i can t help feeling this magnetic pull that s driving me insane the gryther
pack has more tricks up its sleeves and each one is going to pull together pairs of fated mates
whether they like it or not ethan might not want to see the truth but trevor head of the reluson
pack will make him because that s his omega and he s not going to let him go right convincing the
alpha s omega is book 2 of the alpha omega lodge series there s steamy times and an adorable baby
plus knotting and of course m preg there is no cheating no cliffhangers and definitely a hea that
will have you screaming for more

Convincing the Alpha's Omega

2024-02-12

protecting the omega is his mission falling in love is a whole different battle sergeant first
class kali morris is the communications specialist for special forces delta squad he s the love em
and leave em type of alpha kali finds his latest conquest the night before a mission except he s
attracted to this omega more than he ever thought possible sergeant thomas carter is an
intelligent omega specializing in dead languages he never expected to leave a base when he
enlisted preferring a desk job to running through the desert alone thomas goes to a local bar to
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fight off his nerves and falls for the tempting alpha but when it turns out sergeant kali will be
with him on the mission thomas heart is in as much danger as his life is alpha kali s duty is to
complete the mission but his nature is to protect the omega he s claimed together these men come
together in a sizzling dance under the desert sky they but must battle their instincts to fulfill
their duties and when those duties come before their hearts they must face the battle for their
love together this non shifter mpreg romance has a hea with no cliffhanger it features a strangers
to lovers story steamy scenes military action pregnancy risk emotional flirting romantic
interludes and two sexy men in uniform on a mission for their happily ever after

Operation Omega

2017-12-09

my biggest rival is posing as my mate for valentine s day all for the chance to best me what if i
m not pretending omega salesman jeremiah townsend doesn t believe in love he s the best in spite
of his worst alpha rival mitch wasilewski still single he s secretly pregnant by artificial
insemination and his family s going to flip when his meddling cousin tajj starts sniffing around
jeremiah offers mitch the keys to his sales kingdom his top secret contacts list to pretend to be
his mate and father of his child for the big family reunion on valentine s it s only for
convenience s sake right so why does jeremiah want mitch more and more every day alpha mitch
wasilewski is a big shot salesman and a hit with the omegas if he does say so himself still
something s been missing since his biggest rival omega jeremiah townsend left the team without a
word when mitch runs into jeremiah he finds him pregnant and desperate to fool his family into
thinking they re in love he offers mitch the list and the chance to be on top once and for all it
s an offer mitch can t refuse all he has to do is keep his heart out of it easier said than done
he s falling for the omega and the unborn baby too will his buried feelings rise to the surface
can they fool jeremiah s family can they resist their growing feelings will the baby be born on
valentine s day this is the second book in the omega mansion novella series this book is about 55
000 words and has a hea 18 readers only please this book contains occasional strong language mpreg
omegaverse and hot spicy grownup stuff the omegas are heating up and the alphas are very knotty
boys get free short stories when you join the newsletter family eepurl com dxals

His Accidental Valentine's Omega

2015-05-29

he once believed true love lasted forever prince richard hargreave has been raised in the customs
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of his pack to wed the mate chosen for him by the wolf goddess and become wolf king of altaden he
just didn t expect to fall so deeply in love justin turner is perfect for richard in every way not
only is the omega wolf gay but he s sweet kind and just a little shy traits severely lacking in
the royal court but when the king s new dreamer the goddess s oracle and divine matchmaker
proclaims the previous oracle a fraud and traitor richard is devastated the new dreamer claims
richard has been deceived and the sweet adoring justin is not his mate after all the selection of
the omega wolf was nothing more than a plot to taint the royal line richard can hardly believe it
s true but a prince s duty to his pack must be greater than his own desires even if it breaks his
heart forever justin turner is leading a charmed life how else could an omega nobody like him wind
up betrothed to a man like richard hargreave crown prince or not justin loves him with all his
heart it wasn t that long ago that the dreamer priestess appeared on his doorstep declaring the
wolf goddess had chosen him as richard s mate since that day the two had become inseparable and
now he can barely contain his excitement he has a surprise for richard that will change their
lives forever but when he arrives at the place richard has a surprise of his own the betrothal is
off the previous dreamer betrayed them and everything they shared was a lie the new dreamer has
spoken justin is no longer richard s mate shattered by the rejection justin can barely breathe
after the guards remove him from the palace he has no choice but to flee with his secret untold
that richard hargreave crown prince of altaden is going to be a father reader note contains m m
mpreg romance wolf shifters rejected mates male male love royal princes omega wolves secret babies
second chances and six loyal dogs

Rejected Omega: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance

2018-07-24

sometimes it s more than sparks that fly omega dragon shifter truman left his flight when his
brother became alpha it was a tradition and one he gladly embraced his flight was all about
growing their hoard and truman is not he prefers a quiet simple life one that includes a garden a
room full of books and a circle of friends that don t only like him for his proximity to power
when his dream home comes up for sale in snowford he sees it as a sign alpha snow leopard dylan is
happy to be part of snowford s sizzle snow leopards might not traditionally be pack animals but
his beast prefers it and so does he the only thing missing is someone to spend his life with to
grow old with dylan even has a list of qualities 1 love sizzle life 2 seek out adventure 3 enjoy
travel when he meets truman sparks instantly fly but so does his mate truman isn t anything he put
on his list but somehow everything he wants an omega for dylan is the third book in the popular
council of the snow leopards shifter series by the popular co writing team of colbie dunbar and
lorelei m hart it s a sweet with knotty heat m m mpreg shifter romance featuring an alpha snow
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leopard looking to settle down a dragon making a new start shifters whose beasts were on the verge
of extinction new beginnings forbidden love meggs true love fated mates and of course adorable
babies if you love your shifters hawt your omegas strong and your mpreg with heart download your
copy of an omega for dylan today

An Omega For Dylan

2017-05-11

book 2 of the omega house series mpreg alpha omega when roper associates breeding farm was raided
freddie was rescued from the hell he d been living in for years as a pregnant omega he didn t have
many prospects for his future but at least he was free and would be able to keep this baby unlike
the others he d birthed while at r a while living at the omega house he befriends a homeless omega
who is scared and looking for friendship they provide that for each other and when the omega s
alpha brother comes looking for him everything in freddie s life changes raising a newborn as a
single omega isn t easy but he finds the support he needs to be the parent all babies deserve but
will he have to do it alone

Known Desire

2022-01-04

two omegas one kiss and an alpha who wasn t supposed to see it happen nathan i m supposed to be an
author but i haven t finished a book in years not since things got out of control so to hopefully
get back on my feet i move to a new city start teaching at college and suddenly find myself
intrigued by two omegas that pass me by every morning one day on a whim i follow them and see
something i shouldn t have seen a kiss a beautiful kiss and it s the start of a journey i never
expected to make zeke i fled from the arranged marriage my parents set up for me and i was ready
to give up on love entirely and then my best friend saved his younger omega brother wes from a bad
situation and suddenly i was falling head over heels it s amazing to be at wes side and to see him
flourish even if our relationship is a little complicated we re making it work maybe love isn t so
bad after all what i hadn t counted on was the alpha walking into the cafe and the way my eyes
keep getting drawn to him wes after my brother saved me from my abusive ex i m getting my feet
back under me i m finally doing the things i was never able to do like having a job and going to
college it s not easy to combine it with caring for my four children but with my omega boyfriend
zeke and my brother s family at my side we make it work they re all the people i ll ever need
until one morning an alpha walks into the cafe that i work at and he asks zeke and me out on a
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date together this collection includes all eight novellas about alpha nathan and omegas zeke and
wes in omegas destined alpha the baristas surprise the alpha s mistake the mates choice the family
s threat the lovers offence the friends support the parents strength and the omegas destiny which
takes place in the non shifter omegaverse mates world and contains mpreg male pregnancy these
novellas may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why
oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author

Omega's Fate (Mated to the Alpha 1)

2021-07-11

for tresten croc a headstrong omega enrolled in the alpha dominated fighting arts school an
arranged marriage is about the worst thing that could ever happen to him especially when his
husband to be is none other than his rival classmate the jockish playboy alpha loch luna their
families need this alliance in order to retain their place as clan leaders so the two young
fighters reluctantly agree to be wed there s absolutely no way they d ever actually fall in love
so what will tresten and loch do when they learn they need to produce an heir

Omegas’ Destined Alpha [Full Collection]

2019-02-09

alex my job was supposed to be easy meet the dominant alien race of mukhana negotiate an alliance
and leave being literally carried away into the night changes everything kidnapping a human is
asking for trouble every alien in the galaxy should know that by now but despite some small
similarities with humans the nassa culture is hard to comprehend most confusing of all everyone
keeps calling me an omega saar humans are confusing creatures they send their most delicate and
vulnerable through the universe unattended the moment i saw alex i knew he was an omega even
though i was furious that he was being paraded around unmated and unprotected i was also thrilled
because i knew at once he was mine i will save my omega from his difficult life i will keep him
safe and protected even if it means war the alien s kidnapped omega is a lighthearted sci fi m m
romance featuring a unique alien race a sweet and confused human slight mpreg a very well meaning
and equally misguided alien and a forced marriage
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Wed to the Omega

2020-08-28

sometimes when you can t find your mate it s because you haven t looked far enough alpha prince
kagin longs to find his rupling his mate he searches his planet thulnara to no avail but he can
feel him out there as a last resort he breaks the laws of his kind and finds idda a soothsayer she
sees his mate but there is a problem his mate is on earth a primitive planet once visited by his
grandparents not that kagin plans to let that stop him veterinarian omega hanson loves his job the
animals he cares for and his community at the ocean s shore it s everything he s ever dreamed of
until his dreams change night after night hanson falls asleep to visions of himself holding a
beautiful baby his baby only the baby is blue and when he wakes up each morning he mourns the loss
until one night a woman appears and tells him not to worry he is coming and for the first time
since he glimpsed the image of his child he feels hope hope he almost runs over with his car oops
the alien prince s omega is the first book in the close encounters of the mating kind series by
the popular co writing duo of lorelei m hart and colbie dunbar it is a sweet with knotty heat
alien romance set in the world of dates of our lives the alien prince s omega features an alien
prince and future king of thulnara who is longing for his true mate a human vet who thinks the
strangest beings out there are shifters an intergalactic meeting of the in laws an extra long
appendage that allows for double the fun true fated mates and an adorable baby if you like your
sci fi light your royalty smexy your alphas a bit blue around the edges and your mpreg with heart
download your copy today

The Alien's Kidnapped Omega: a Scifi Alien M/m Romance

2021-09-10

book two of the oak grove series can be read as a standalone ike is gun shy after the ordeal he
recently went through with a money grubbing omega who lied about carrying his child now he doesn t
trust any omegas and would rather stay celibate than to risk being used again until he walks into
the fallen nut on a busy night and makes a terrible decision he hooks up with a cute omega who
smells better than anyone he s ever met before phil is trying to have a low key evening when he
literally walks right into ike a sexy alpha who steals his table right from under his nose but
phil is tired of being pushed around by alpha holes so he slides right into the chair next to ike
and shares the table with him if it had ended there things might have been okay but it didn t and
a quick hookup in the bathroom begins a cycle of events neither man ever saw coming omega served
is full of angst and frustration and smiles and release if you like knotty heat that leads to a
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sweet baby you ll love this installment of the oak grove series

The Alien Prince's Omega

2018-03-18

a fierce alpha who gets everything he wants and an omega who only wants to belong years ago
shifters and humans were driven from detroit by a savage hybrid of hyena and reptile created in a
government lab the once proud city is now in ruins but jacob kross intends to change that jake is
wealthy powerful and an alpha wolf shifter leading one of the largest packs in new detroit he is
building an alliance to fulfill his late father s dream of reclaiming their territory only jake
has a problem the other pack alphas demand that he produce an heir or lose his place as head of
the shifter council jake grudgingly agrees but he rejects any political betrothal to a female from
the other packs if he has to breed he might as well do it with a male the gender he prefers
between the sheets besides an omega the result of a genetic shifter mutation that allows a male to
carry a child will guarantee him the heir he needs only he never counted on one vulnerable wide
eyed omega stealing his way into jake s guarded heart gavin is an omega wolf without a pack he
grew up on the streets of new detroit as a homeless refugee for him life has always been a
struggle made worse by his inherently submissive nature so when a wealthy alpha suddenly promises
him a huge amount of money to give birth to his heir gavin sets aside his reservations and signs
the contract jacob kross is just as dominant fierce and intense as he imagined the alpha intends
to breed gavin the old fashioned way and that has him both terrified and excited but as he comes
to know jake it grows harder to avoid falling in love with the alpha whose ferocity and ambition
hides a kind generous heart he knows that after he gives jake an heir the contract is over and his
time with the alpha is done gavin only wants a pack of his own and someone to love him but
politics and jake s ambitions make that impossible and time is running out reader note contains m
m mpreg romance wolf shifters omega wolves alphas hot romance elements and gay fantasy romance

Omega Served

2020-08-26

arlo isn t the kind of omega who likes to be out in the world he likes to stay home with his cats
and play video games people are complicated and rude and he ll take his three cats over people any
day of the week his quiet life of solitude makes him happy or at least content high energy doesn t
even come close to describing xavier he s not happy if he s not doing something physical from
leading morning aerobics classes in the courtyard to spin classes in the gym he does it all
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fitness is practically his middle name xavier sees arlo as just another person who needs to adopt
a healthier lifestyle meanwhile arlo sees xavier as an overbearing bully who pressures people into
joining his classes they couldn t be more opposite but when arlo gets some scary news from his
doctor he knows he s got to start taking his health more seriously and xavier is the only person
he trusts to help him

Giving the Alpha an Heir (MM Omega Mpreg Romance)

2018-09-30

an omega in pain an alpha with the ability to heal staff sergeant rory shipmond saves lives it s
his job in delta squad when delta squad rescues an american base from hostiles he saves an omega
who has been hurt more than rory could ever imagine damien raoult learned early he can t trust
alphas as a rich omega his tech business attracts all type of attention and damien claims to be
bonded to his business damien is visiting an american military base in hong kong a base that the u
s a doesn t admit exists when it s attacked by a gang in efforts to steal his weapon technology
when the medical officer asks damien if he s okay damien wants to open up more than he has before
but he can t risk the pain even if his omega instincts tell him staff sergeant shipmond is his
alpha rory is determined to heal this omega not because it s his duty but because it s his desire
he will win damien s trust and his heart one way or another this non shifter mpreg romance is fast
paced and has no cliffhanger it features an enemies to lovers story steamy scenes military action
pregnancy risk sassy flirting romantic interludes and two sultry men on a mission for their
happily ever after

Homebody Omega

2019-07-31

he can see everything except a future that includes love grizzly alpha caspar long ago resigned
himself to a loner life never suspecting that the future he saw with asher lambert s pack of
outcasts would ever be more than a means to an end that they would become his family and then he
meets a man whose future he cannot see he always expected to have a family he just didn t expect
to adopt a dozen kids at once rabbit omega theo ward was happy with his position as the head
librarian content to let love find him when it was meant to be instead twelve homeless kids found
him theo will do anything for them even stand against the giant bear who has come looking for them
their only focus is the children or so they keep telling themselves but will the attraction and
mystery be too much to ignore is it possible that caspar actually has a future he cannot see
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reaching for his omega is the last book of the outcasts chronicles and it is highly recommended
you read them in order it features a dozen shifter kids with powers and giant chips on their
shoulders a protective rabbit and a giant grizzly who s really a teddy bear inside

Saving His Omega

2018-09-26

not all relationships begin with a splash this one does surrogate father logan tries going on a
first date while pregnant it does not go well the alpha throws him into the deep end of a pool and
walks away leaving him to drown when an alpha jumps in and saves him he wants to do more than just
offer a simple thank you alpha henry is instantly attracted to the omega he saved in the pool
there s only one problem he s already taken at least that s what his pregnant belly indicates if
only he had better luck just once when their paths cross again at the fallen nut logan has already
sworn off dating until after the baby is born he can t risk another ambulance ride because he s
lonely but henry seems different better so after some conversation they agree on a date omega
infused is the seventh book in the popular aria grace and lorelei m hart sweet with knotty heat mm
mpreg romance series oak grove it features an omega willing to do anything to help his brother
fulfill his life long dreams of becoming a father an alpha who is willing to wait for the one who
stole his heart an adorable cat a guaranteed happily ever after and two adorable babies if you
love your alphas hawt your omegas strong and your mpreg with heart download your copy today

Reaching For His Omega

2023-09-07

sometimes dating apps lead to finding your happily ever after thad s led him to danger thad has a
great career amazing friends and a home to call his own on the outside he has everything going for
him but inside he feels a hole a hole where a family should be when his friend joaquim suggests he
use a dating app thad reluctantly agrees after all what is the worst thing that could result from
going out with a stranger on his birthday a boring date getting stood up a bad kiss ren is done
with the dating scene he wants to settle down and have a family when his friends convince him to
go out and celebrate his birthday at his favorite bar and pick up a hot omega ren agrees to go
drink and be merry thad expects his date to not be amazing john has given him enough clues that he
isn t the one but he never expects him to be made of evil thad catches ren s eye the moment he
walks through the doors of the fallen nut unfortunately he is already with an alpha that doesn t
stop ren from wanting the hot omega looking oh so bored with his date when things go awry and thad
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calls for the bouncer ren steps in to help when ren finds a pill at the bottom of his drink he
does the first thing that comes to mind and screams for help when everything settles down the
alpha he s been drawn offers to walk him to his car who was he to say no what could have been a
night of quick fun turns into a terrifying altercation that leaves both men wondering what could
have been birthday with his omega is a sweet with knotty heat non shifter m m male pregnancy
romance complete with a ren in shining armor a secret admirer and a bundle of cuteness

Omega Infused

2023-06-11

a spellbinding adventure ya omegaverse done to utter perfection i want more and i want it now
addison cain usa today bestselling author drawing my online clan and planning my escape from my
mother these are priorities or at least they were until three huge alien males came to abduct me
and take me to their planet but it s not just a simple process of probing and then releasing me
back to earth all those movies are lies these three males keep me and i m suddenly a cadet at an
omega academy where i m supposed to learn how to serve the gretar fleet none of this makes any
sense to begin with nevermind the three alphas i can t seem to avoid but they say we have a
connection that we re a circle whatever that means and my body seems to agree because anytime they
re near i can t seem to think of anything except kyte s horns jeren s smirk and ceredes s long
hard sword focusing on class is almost impossible and the omega academy isn t for the faint of
heart i have to learn who my enemies are how to make friends and how i fit with the three alphas i
can t stop thinking about all doable right no not right especially when i discover the fleet has
other plans for me the bond with my three alphas may be the only thing that can keep me safe but
that means we need to consummate our circle yeah you read that right consummate deep breaths lily
s note omega academy is the first book in a trilogy and ends on a cliff

Birthday with His Omega

2019-04-26

one is forsworn one is forsaken one will pay noah and luther are in love the problem luther is a
beta noah is an omega and their mating is forbidden worse if noah can t find an acceptable alpha
in the next three days he will have no choice but to mate with raymond an alpha he despises then
arthur arrives and everything falls apart arthur is an alpha with a secret he and his mother were
betrayed and both wear the mark of it now arthur will stop at nothing to make the alpha who cursed
them pay now with revenge in his teeth arthur s own body betrays him twice will arthur sacrifice
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love and happiness for vengeance or will he choose another path find out in omega challenge an
action packed omegaverse romance this is a short book set prior to the events of the other three
books of the pine creek lake series if you love shifters mmm menage alpha omega and beta dynamics
adventure magic and a touch of mpreg grab omega challenge now great if you enjoy mpreg mpreg
romance gay mpreg mpreg 2019 mpreg paperback gay mpreg romance mm mpreg portville mpreg mmm mpreg
mpreg romance paperback mpreg nonshifter mm mpreg romance books new mpreg romance mpreg shifter
romance mm mpreg romance mpreg gay books gay paranormal mpreg omegaverse mpreg gay mpreg romance
books mpreg books google play mm omegaverse mpreg mpreg omega mpreg mpreg 2018 mpreg books mpreg
romance books mpreg dark gay mm mpreg romance dragon mpreg knot mpreg mpreg forced mpreg mpreg
bundle mpreg omega mpreg movie mpreg shifter mpreg shifter romance daddy mpreg vampire mpreg
valentine mpreg alien mpreg gay shifter mpreg mpreg manga shifter mpreg mpreg romance books mpreg
romance mpreg fantasy mpreg alpha mpreg gods paranormal mpreg mpreg cafe yaoi mpreg mpreg birth
non shifter omegaverse m m mpreg romance audible mpreg knotting mpreg mpreg knotting gay romance
mpreg nonshifter mpreg mpreg breeding mpreg billionaire mpreg forced mpreg romance books
omegaverse mpreg forced mpreg omegaverse stepbrother mpreg mpreg scifi mpreg mmm gay mm mpreg
mpreg box set omega romance mpreg wolf shifter mpreg omega mpreg romance mpreg romance google non
shifter mpreg romance unlimited mpreg mpreg nonshifter books mpreg mm shifter mpreg knotting mpreg
romance alien mpreg romance omegaverse mpreg wolves mpreg gay romance mpreg books mm shifter mpreg
romance mpreg romance audiobook mpreg non shifter shifter mpreg romance mm mpreg alian warrior
romance mpreg mpreg short stories romance mpreg mpreg second chance omega mpreg knotting shifter
romance mpreg mpreg omega auction twin millionaires mpreg mpreg dragon shifter mm romance mpreg
navy seal mpreg mpreg secret baby mpreg romance may december mpreg omegaverse mpreg audible mpreg
books non shifter mpreg romance mpreg gay shifter romance best mpreg books mm mpreg shifter alpha
omega mpreg romance e interracial mpreg romance andrew burns mpreg omegaverse dark romance mpreg
audible books mpreg shifter romance mpreg mpreg gay romance series omegaverse mpreg dark romance
taboo mpreg google book mpreg mpreg marriage of convenience best books mpreg gay romance and gay
mpreg romance book mpreg romance hell bound an mpreg urban fantasy romance jaime young baby doctor
an mpreg taboo pregnancy mpreg romance books best gay mpreg romance abduction a mpreg alpha and
omega nonshifter mpreg and other great omegaverse stories

Omega Academy

jonah is a rule follower until the rules mean breaking the heart of the man he loves omega
chinchilla shifter kyle hates his job and after a year of job hunting he s still stuck in his
cubicle when his sister complains about her boss not being able to find a manager for his new
restaurant kyle wonders if maybe a move to oakheart and a career change is in order alpha snow
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leopard jonah never felt like he belonged sure he s on the snow leopard council but that s more
business than pack maybe it s time to find a snow leopard and settle down to start a family of his
own what he doesn t consider is that his fated mate might not be a snow leopard when the two meet
sparks fly but are feelings enough to break from the ways of old an omega for jonah is the second
book in the council of the snow leopards shifter series by the popular co writing team of colbie
dunbar and lorelei m hart it s a sweet with knotty heat m m mpreg shifter romance featuring an
alpha snow leopard longing for roots an omega chinchilla shifter looking for a change shifters
whose beasts were on the verge of extinction new beginnings forbidden love more than a few
restaurant disasters a nosy sister true love fated mates and of course an adorable baby if you
love your shifters hawt your omegas strong and your mpreg with heart download your copy of an
omega for jonah today

Omega Challenge

bound by rogue magic to the wolf king for better or for worse when omega stephen silva saves the
life of wolf prince malcolm dacian on the night of his coronation he has no idea how drastically
his life will change as a lycanastri mage stephen s research into a strange rip in the fabric of
the universe is everything to him but when he rushes in to protect malcolm from a magical attack
the magic goes haywire binding his soul to the prince s forever allowing them to feel each other s
most intimate emotions but worse it severs him from his magic ripping away the one thing that ever
gave his life meaning crown prince malcolm dacian has too many problems to worry about a nobody
omega mage he hasn t had time to mourn his father s death the kingdom is plagued with problems and
the attempt on his life nearly loosed an otherworldly threat on the world but when his head
becomes filled with the distracting emotions of a smart brave and anxious omega wolf he learns the
depth of the omega s loss the young man lost his magic saving malcolm s life grateful for the
omega s heroism he does the only honorable thing he proposes marriage it s the obvious solution
they re both gay the omega can bear him an heir and as king malcolm can repay stephen by making
sure he wants for nothing there s only one problem stephen has no desire to compound his misery
with a marriage of convenience to someone who doesn t love him yet malcolm can t go on living with
their bond feeling all the devastated mage s feelings as if they re his own when the high
priestess tells him she knows of a way to break their bond malcolm is all for it but when he
learns it involves taking the omega to his bed malcolm knows his problems have only just begun
reader note contains m m mpreg romance pregnant omega mates wolf shifters alpha wolf kings and
male male love
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An Omega For Jonah

i ve been giving axel not so subtle hints for months he comes in once a week for a shave and takes
a piece of my heart with him every time he goes the late night barbershop here at principal ink
feels more like home than the crowded apartment i share with several roommates i know brandon
wants me as much as i want him but there s a secret i ve kept from the people at the social club
connecting the tattoo shop with the barbershop where brandon works and exposing my secret might
burst the bubble i ve created he might not want me after i reveal what i ve been hiding one night
a box shows up at principal ink a box that will change our lives forever axel won t have a choice
but to come clean but will brandon ever be able to trust him again the alpha s biker kissed omega
is a sweet with knotty heat mpreg with a rescued baby successful but troubled alpha and the omega
who makes them a family

Bound to the Wolf King: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance

The Alpha's Biker-Kissed Omega

Omega #1: Trouble (M/M Wolf Shifter Romance)
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